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1. INTRODUCTION
Our aim in this paper is to connect type-2 complexity theory with complexity
relative to a generic oracle. We begin with a general description of type-2 complexity
theory.
Type-0 objects are numbers or strings, type-1 objects are functions on type-0
objects, and type-2 objects are functions on type-1 and type-0 objects. (Type-1
and type-2 objects can also be sets or relations, which we treat as a special case of
functions.)
Type-2 objects occur naturally in computer science. A classic example is quad-
rature, which takes a real function f and numbers a and b as arguments, and
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produces ba f as a value. The computational point of view is that f is presented as
a ‘‘black box,’’ which can produce a value f (c) given a query c, but no complete
description of f is provided.
The black box paradigm is appropriate whenever a complete description of
the input function is large compared to the time alloted for the computation. For
example, multivariate polynomials have a number of coefficients exponential in
their degree. Kaltofen and Trager [16] give efficient algorithms for such things as
computing greatest common divisors, when the input polynomials are accessed only
through queries. Another example is NP search problems, where the input is an
exponentially large search space. Beame et al. [2] give a natural type-2 description
of such problems. For a third example, Cook and Urquhart [7] show how to
use higher-type polynomial-time functions to give constructive meaning to number
theory theorems proved in a certain formal system.
An oracle Turing machine (OTM) is a Turing machine that is able to make
queries at unit cost to its ‘‘oracle,’’ representing a set or function. Such machines
have long been used in complexity theory to represent reductions (as in Cook [6])
or relativized complexity classes (as in Baker, Gill, and Solovay [1]). The alter-
native point of view is to use the OTM to define a type-2 relation (or function), in
which the oracle is one of the arguments of the relation. For the case of polynomial
time, where the oracle represents a function whose growth affects the input size, this
point of view was taken by Constable [5] and Mehlhorn [20] (see also [17, 18]).
For the case of the polynomial hierarchy, where the oracle represents a function
whose growth does not affect the input size, this point of view was taken by
Townsend [27] (see also [28, 29]). For the case of NP search classes, this was
done by Beame et al. [2].
Baker, Gill, and Solovay [1] defined the polynomial-time hierarchy PHA
relativized to an oracle A. By taking our second point of view, their work defines
the type-2 polynomial time hierarchy PH, in which each member relation takes an
oracle A as an argument, in addition to a string argument. Yao [30], using results
from Sipser [25] and Furst et al. [11], constructed an oracle A in which all levels
in PHA are distinct. It follows that all levels in PH are absolutely distinct.
Generic sets were introduced by Cohen [4] as a tool for proving independence
results in set theory. A general treatment of complexity theory relative to a generic
oracle was developed by Blum and Impagliazzo [3], and Fenner et al. [8] contains
a recent survey of the subject.
In general if two complexity classes coincide relative to a generic oracle, then
they coincide absolutely. This follows from a result in [3], reproduced as Theorem 2.2
below. The converse does not always hold, since for example IP=PSPACE
[19, 24], but the classes are distinct relative to a generic oracle [9]. However, the
question of whether a generic oracle separates two classes is natural and robust. In
general, one generic oracle separates the classes iff all generic oracles separate them
[3].
We prove in Theorem 3.2 below that if two type-2 classes are closed under
polynomial-time manyone reductions, then they are distinct iff they are distinct
when the set arguments are fixed to be some generic oracle. The special case in
which the classes are members of the type-2 polynomial-time hierarchy was proved
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by Poizat [22]. It follows from our earlier remark that the polynomial-time
hierarchy does not collapse relative to a generic oracle, a fact pointed out in [3].
In Section 2 we provide basic definitions concerning type-2 classes and generic
oracles, and prove an important lemma about generic oracles which is needed for
our later results.
In Section 3, we prove the main separation theorem mentioned above.
In Section 4 we discuss relativized classes. For so-called ‘‘regular’’ classes, such as
members of PH, the relativized version comes directly from the type-2 version by
plugging in a fixed oracle set for the type-1 argument, so our main theorem applies
directly. For ‘‘irregular’’ classes, such as NP & coNP and BPP, the relativized
version comes only indirectly from the type-2 version. However, our main theorem
can still be made to apply in the important cases.
In Section 5, we apply our separation result to the Townsend classes mentioned
earlier. (A type-2 relation R in a Townsend class takes a type-1 function, as opposed
to a relation, as an argument, but the time T(n) alloted for R$s computation
depends only on n, the length of its type-0 arguments.) In Section 6 we apply our
separation result to NP search classes.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We consider strings over [0, 1]. An oracle is a total function from the set of
strings to the set [0, 1]. A string x is said to be in oracle A if A(x)=1. A finite
oracle is a partial function from strings to [0, 1] whose domain is finite. If _ and
{ are finite oracles, we say the two are consistent if they agree as functions on the
intersection of their two domains. If, furthermore, the domain of _ is a subset of the
domain of {, we say that { extends _ (written {$_). Similarly, if A is an oracle and
_ is a finite oracle, A extends _ (A$_ or _ is a finite prefix of A) if A and _ agree
as functions on the domain of _.
We assume that strings are ordered s1<s2< } } } in the usual way: first by length
and then lexicographically. We restrict attention to finite oracles whose domains are
initial segments in this ordering. There is a one-one correspondence between such
finite oracles _ and strings x: The size |_| of the domain of _ equals the length |x|
of the string x, and for 1i|_|, _(si) is the i th bit of x. Thus we sometimes refer
to a finite oracle as a string and vice versa.
A set D of finite oracles is dense, if every finite oracle _ has an extension to a
finite oracle { in D. The set D is arithmetical if there is a computable relation R
on strings such that D=[x | Q1 y1 } } } Qk yk R(x, y1 , ..., yk)] where each Qi is a
quantifier \ or _.
An oracle G is generic if every dense arithmetical set of finite oracles has a
member _ such that _G.
Since there are only countably many arithmetical sets, it is a simple exercise to
show that generic oracles exist. Furthermore, generic oracles are all alike from the
point of view of separating complexity classes: If two classes are distinct relative to
some generic oracle G, then they are distinct relative to any generic oracle. This is
made precise in Theorem 1.8 of [3]. Finally, allowing access to a generic oracle
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does not reduce the time or space required to recognize a recursive set (see [3] and
Theorem 2.2 below).
A k-ary type-2 relation R assigns to each k-tuple x of strings and oracle X a value
R(x, X) in [0, 1], where we identify 1 with ‘‘true’’ and 0 with ‘‘false.’’ The relation
is an oracle property if k=0, and type-1 if the argument X is missing. A type-2
relation R is computable if there is a deterministic oracle Turing machine M which,
for all inputs (x, X), when x is written initially on its input tape and its query tape
has access to the the oracle X, M correctly computes R(x, X). We say that R is
polynomial-time computable if some such M computes R in time bounded by a
polynomial in the length of its string inputs, where each oracle query counts as only
one step in the computation. R is a 6 01 relation if there is a computable S such that
R(x, X)  \yS(x, y, X) for all (x, X).
We say that a finite oracle _ forces an oracle property R if R(A) holds for every
oracle A extending _. The following lemma is well-known and is the main property
we use about generic oracles.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose R is a 6 01 oracle property and G is a generic oracle. Then
R(G) holds iff some finite prefix of G forces R.
Proof. The o direction is immediate. To prove the O direction, suppose that
R(A)=\yS( y, A), where S is computed by a Turing machine M. Define the
relation Q by
Q(_)  \y[M( y, _) a  M( y, _)=1],
where M( y, _) a means that the computation of M on input ( y, _) is complete in
the sense that all of its oracle queries are in the domain of _. It is not hard to see
that
_ forces R  (\{$_) Q({).
Let D=[_ | (_ forces R) 6cQ(_)]. Then D is dense and arithmetical, so there
exists _ # D such that _G. By assumption R(G) holds, so Q(_) holds, and since
_ # D, it follows that _ forces R. K
As an application of this lemma, we prove a slight strengthening of Theorem 1.5
from [3].
Theorem 2.2. Let f be any recursive function, L any recursive language, and G
a generic oracle. If L(x) can be computed by an oracle Turing machine with oracle
G in time f ( |x| ), then L(x) is computable without an oracle in time f ( |x| ). Similar
results hold for space, nondeterministic time, and random time (either bounded or
unbounded error).
Proof. Suppose that machine M recognizes L with oracle G in time f. Let R(X)
assert that for all x, M with input x and oracle X halts within f ( |x| ) steps and
accepts x iff x # L. Then R is a 6 01 oracle property such that R(G) holds. Hence
some finite prefix _ of G forces R. Let M$ be the modification of M which answers
each oracle query in the domain of _ according to _ and answers ‘‘no’’ to every
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other oracle query. Then M$ is a Turing machine without oracle which recognizes
L. If M$ is carefully constructed, it can keep track within its finite state control
(using no extra steps) of what is written on its query tape, provided that that string
is an initial segment of something in the domain of _. Thus M$ is ready to answer
each query immediately, and so M$ recognizes L within time f, as required. K
3. THE BASIC SEPARATION RESULT
For each type-2 relation R and oracle A we define the type-1 relation R[A] by
R[A](x)=R(x, A). If C is a class of type-2 relations and A is an oracle, then
C[A]=[R[A] | R # C]. Obviously if C and D are type-2 classes such that CD,
then C[A]D[A] for any oracle A. We wish to find conditions on classes so that
the converse holds when A is generic.
Definition 3.1 (Polynomial-Time ManyOne Reduction). Let R and S be type-2
relations, and suppose that R is k-ary and S is j-ary. Then R is polynomial-time
manyone reducible to S, denoted R pm S, if there exist type-2 polynomial-time
computable functions F1 , ..., Fj and a type-2 polynomial-time computable relation
Q such that
R(x, A)=S(F(x, A), Q[x, A]),
where F(x, A)=(F1(x, A), ..., Fj (x, A)) and Q[x, A]=*z .Q(x, z, A).
We say that a class C of type-2 relations is closed under pm if for all type-2
relations R and S, if R pm S and S # C then R # C.
If follows from the next result that the polynomial hierarchy relative to a generic
oracle does not collapse, since it is known that the type-2 polynomial hierarchy
does not collapse (see Section 1).
Theorem 3.2. Let C and D be classes of computable type-2 relations and suppose
that C and D are closed under pm. Then for any generic oracle G,
CD  C[G]D[G].
Proof. The direction O is immediate and does not depend on G being generic
or the classes being closed. To prove the direction o, we make two definitions:
For an oracle A and a finite oracle _, let A_ be the same as A except on the domain
of _, A_ coincides with _. Given a k-ary relation R we define a (k+1)-ary relation
R by R (x, _, X)=R(x, X _). Notice that R  pmR.
Assume that C[G]D[G] and R # C. Then R # C and hence R [G] # C[G] so
R [G] # D[G]. Hence there is S # D such that R(x, G_)=S(x, _, G) for all x, _.
Now let
T(X)#\x\_[R(x, X_)=S(x, _, X)].
Then T is a 6 01 relation, and hence by Lemma 2.1 there is {G such that T(A)
holds for all A${. Now define _(X) to be the unique _ such that |_|=|{| and
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_X. Note that _(X) is a polynomial-time computable function of X. But then for
all x and X, R(x, X)=S(x, _(X), X{), so R pmS. Therefore R # D. K
4. RELATIVIZED CLASSES
A typical type-1 complexity class C has a natural type-2 counterpart C, based on
the same resource bounds used to define C, and, for each oracle A, a natural
relativized version CA. Let us say that C is regular if
CA=C[A] (1)
for all A. For example, the classes in the polynomial-time hierarchy are regular.
In particular, the type-2 counterpart of P is the class P of relations R(x, X)
computable by a deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine with access to the
oracle X, and similarly the type-2 counterpart of NP is NP, where now we allow
the oracle Turing machine to be nondeterministic. For each oracle A, the relativized
type-1 class PA is P[A] and NPA is NP[A].
If C and D are regular classes (or at least classes for which (1) holds when A
is generic) with suitable closure properties, then Theorem 3.2 implies that for
generic G,
CD  CGDG. (2)
Examples of irregular class are NP & coNP and BPP. The natural relativized
version of NP & coNP is NPA & coNPA and the natural type-2 version is NP & coNP,
but below we construct an oracle A and a relation R such that R[A] is in NPA & coNPA
but R[A] is not in (NP & coNP)[A].
A language in BPP is defined by a probabilistic Turing machine for which the
probabilities of acceptance and rejection are bounded away from one half. For the
type-2 counterpart BPP we require that these probabilities be uniformly bounded
away from a half for all oracles A. But for each oracle A, to show membership in
the relativized class BPPA we only require that the probabilities be bounded away
for that particular A.
Proposition 4.1. The classes NP & coNP and BPP are irregular. Thus there
exist oracles A and B such that NPA & coNPA{(NP & coNP)[A] and BPPB{
BPP[B].
Proof. To show that NP & coNP is irregular, we use the fact [3, 14, 26, 29] that
(NP & coNP)[A]PNP A for any oracle set A, where AB=df [0x | x # A] _
[1x | x # B]. Thus it suffices to construct A so that NPA & coNPA 3 PSATA, where
SAT is any NP-complete problem.
Baker, Gill, and Solovay [1] construct an oracle A separating PA and NPA &
coNPA. This construction is easily relativized so that we can make the separating
oracle A have the form SATB for some B. Thus NPA & coNPA3 PA, and since
PA=PSATA, A meets our requirements.
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The argument that BPP is irregular is similar, but we use the fact [15] that
BPP[B]PPSPACEB for any oracle B. We then relativize the construction [23]
of an oracle B separating BPP from P to apply to an oracle B of the form
QBFC, where QBF is any PSPACE-complete problem (such as the quantified
Boolean formula problem). K
Even though NP & coNP and BPP are irregular, we now show that (1) holds for
the important case in which A is generic, and so (2) can be applied. This shows,
for example, that PG=NPG & coNPG for generic G iff P=NP & coNP, which is
part of Theorem 2.2 of [15].
Proposition 4.2. For any generic oracle G, NPG & coNPG=(NP &coNP)[G],
and BPPG=BPP[G].
Proof. The right sides are clearly subsets of the left sides. We prove the reverse
inclusion for the first equation. The proof for the second is similar.
Suppose R(x) is in NPG & coNPG=NP[G] & coNP[G]. Then there are
polynomial-time type-2 relations S and T and a polynomial p such that for
all x, R(x)=ES(x, G)=AT(x, G), where ES(x, X )#_y p( |x| ) S(x, y, X ) and
AT(x, X )#\y p( |x| ) T(x, y, X ).
Define the oracle property Q by
Q(X)#\x[ES(x, X )=AT(x, X )].
Then Q is a 6 01 relation such that Q(G) holds, so by Lemma 2.1 there is a finite
prefix _ of G such that Q(A) holds for all A$_.
Recall the definition of X_ from the proof of Theorem 3.2, and note that X_$_,
so Q(X_) holds for all X. Define R1 by
R1(x, X )#ES(x, X_)#AT(x, X _).
Then R1 is in NP & coNP, and since G_=G we conclude that R=R1[G], as
required. K
One can also prove versions of Proposition 4.2 for the classes RP, BPP NP etc.
Although we do not have a complete characterization of which classes will have this
property, the following generalizes the above argument somewhat:
Proposition 4.3. Let C and C$ be classes of computable type-2 relations
closed under manyone reductions. Then for any generic oracle G, C[G] & C$[G]=
(C & C$)[G].
In particular, if C, C$ are regular classes, CG=C[G] and C$G=C$[G], so this
becomes CG & C$G=(C & C$)[G].
Proof. The proof is basically that above. If R(x) is in C[G] & C$[G], then there
are type-2 relations S # C and T # C$ so that S(x, G)=T(x, G) for all x. Since S
and T are computable, by Lemma 2.1 there is a finite prefix _ of G such that
S(x, A)=T(x, A) holds for all A$_.
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Define R1 by
R1(x, X )#S(x, X _)#T(x, X_).
Then R1 is in C & C$ and R=R1[G] # (C & C$)[G], as required. K
5. TOWNSEND CLASSES
Sometimes it is convenient to allow a function argument : : 7*  7* in a relation
R(x, :) in place of a set argument X. Townsend [27] defined a type-2 version of
the polynomial-time hierarchy based on this idea (see also [28, 29]). We follow
Townsend (in contrast to Mehlhorn [20]; see also [5, 12, 17]), in ignoring the
oracle : in allotting time to a Turing machine with oracle :. That is, we say that
a Turing machine M with oracle : which computes R(x, :) is T(n) time-bounded
provided that for all x and for all :, M halts within T(n) steps, where n is the length
of x. In particular, if M operates in polynomial time, then M can examine only a
polynomial length prefix of any oracle value :(x) during any computation. This
motivates the following definitions.
Definition 5.1 (Townsend Relation). Let p be a polynomial and R be a
relation with string arguments x and function argument :. We say that R has
dependency bounded by p if for all x and :, R(x, :)=R(x, :p( | x | )), where :t( y) is the
first t symbols of :( y) (or :( y) if t>|:( y)| ). We say that R is a Townsend relation
iff R has dependency bounded by some polynomial p.
For example, each class of the Townsend polynomial-time hierarchy [27] is a
class of Townsend relations.
We can translate back and forth from functions to sets as follows. Assume some
efficient way of encoding triples (x, l, i) by strings (x, l, i) , where x # [0, 1]*,
l # [1]*, and i # [1, 2]. We define a transformation from a function : to a set
A: [0, 1]* by
A:=[(x, l, 1): bit number |l | of :(x) is 1] _ [(x, l, 2) : |:(x)|=|l |].
Given a positive integer t we define a transformation taking a set A to a function
;[A, t] by the conditions
|;[A, t]( y)|=min
i
[(x, 1i, 2) # A or i=t]
and for 1i|;[A, t]( y)| the i th bit of ;[A, t]( y) is 1 iff (x, 1i, 1) # A.
Note that for all :, t, y,
;[A: , t]( y)=:t( y) (3)
where as above :t( y) is the first t symbols of :( y).
We extend Definition 3.1 of pm to Townsend relations by replacing the argument
A by : and replacing the relation Q by a polynomial-time second-order function F.
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Note that the notion of polynomial time ignores the growth rate of oracle
arguments :, as mentioned above.
If R is a Townsend relation and A is a set, then we interpret R(x, A) by interpret-
ing A as the characteristic function of the set A: that is A(x)=1 if x # A and
A(x)=0 if x  A, where 0 and 1 are strings of length one. Thus R[A] and C[A]
make sense, where R is a Townsend relation and C is a Townsend class (i.e., class
of Townsend relations). If R is a Townsend relation, we define the corresponding
type-2 relation Rset by Rset(x, A)=R(x, A), where again the second occurrence of
A refers to the characteristic function of the set A. If C is a Townsend class, then
Cset is the class of corresponding type-2 relations.
Theorem 5.2. Let C and D be classes of computable Townsend relations and
assume that C and D are closed under pm . Then for any generic oracle G,
CD  C[G]D[G].
Proof. As before the direction O is immediate. To prove the direction o, we
translate the Townsend classes C and D to the corresponding type-2 classes Cset
and Dset defined above and apply Theorem 3.2. Notice that the hypotheses of the
present theorem imply that Cset and Dset satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.
Suppose C[G]D[G]. Then Cset[G]Dset[G]. Hence by Theorem 3.2,
CsetDset. (4)
Now suppose R # C. By definition of Townsend relation, there is a polynomial p
such that R has dependency bounded by p. Define the Townsend relation R0 by
R0(x, A)=R(x, ;[A, p( |x| )]) when A is a characteristic function of a set, and more
generally R0(x, :)=R0(x, A), where A=[x : :(x)=1]. Then R0 pmR, so R0 # C.
Hence Rset0 # C
set, so by (4) R set0 # D
set. Since D is closed under pm , it is easy
to see that R0 # D. But R pm R0 , because by Definition 5.1 and (3), R(x, :)=
R(x, :p( | x | ))=R(x, ;[A: , p( |x| )])=R0(x, A:). Therefore R # D. K
It follows from the above theorem that the Townsend polynomial-time hierarchy
does not collapse relative to a generic oracle, because Yao’s oracle [30] separates
the type-2 hierarchy. Fortnow and Yamakami [10] strengthen this result to show
that 7pk & 6
p
k properly contains 2
p
k relative to a generic oracle. From the above
theorem we can conclude proper containment for the corresponding type-2 classes.
6. SEARCH CLASSES
For this section we follow the treatment in [2] of type-2 search problems,
motivated by Papadimitriou’s NP search classes [21]. In general, a type-2 search
problem Q assigns a set Q(x, :) of strings to (x, :), representing the set of possible
solutions to problem instance (x, :). We say that Q is an NP search problem if the
relation R(x, y, :)# y # Q(x, :) is polynomial-time computable, and if in addition
there is a polynomial p such that each y # Q(x, :) satisfies | y| p( |x| ). Q is total if
Q(x, :) is nonempty for all x and :.
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We let TFNP denote the class of total type-2 NP search problems.
An example of a problem in TFNP is LEAF. An argument (x, :) for LEAF
codes an undirected graph G with degree at most two whose nodes are strings of
length |x| or less, such that the node 0|x| is a leaf, called the standard leaf. Then G
must have at least one other leaf, and in fact LEAF(x, :) is the set of nonstandard
leaves in G.
The problem SINK is defined similarly, but now G is directed with maximum
indegree and outdegree one, 0|x| is a source, and SINK(x, :) is the set of sinks
in G.
Informally, a search problem Q1 is reducible to a search problem Q2 if any
solution to a transformed instance of Q2 can be transformed to a solution to Q1 .
Definition 6.1 (Search Reduction). Let Q1 and Q2 be type-2 search problems.
Then Q1 is polynomial-time manyone reducible to Q2 , denoted Q1 pm Q2 , if there
exist type-2 polynomial-time computable functions F, G, and H, such that for all
x, y, and :,
y # Q2(F(x, :), G[x, :]) O H(x, y, :) # Q1(x, :),
where G[x, :]=*z .G(x, z, :).
We say that a subclass C of TFNP is closed under pm if for all problems Q1
and Q2 in TFNP, if Q1 pm Q2 and Q2 # C then Q1 # C.
Theorem 6.2. Let C and D be subclasses of TFNP which are closed under
pm . Then for every generic oracle G,
CD  C[G]D[G].
Proof. As before, the O direction is immediate. For the converse, assume
that C[G]D[G] and Q # C. Define the relation R by R(x, y, :)# y # Q(x, :).
Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 to handle the case in which the function
argument : is a set A, and then apply the technique of the proof of Theorem 5.2
to handle the general case. K
The above result is used to prove Theorem 1 of [2] (there stated without proof).
It follows from this and other results in [2] that a number of NP search problems
are distinct relative to a generic oracle. For example, the class PPA of problems
reducible to LEAF is distinct from the class PPADS of problems reducible to
SINK, relative to a generic oracle.
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